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Abstract: Access control is easy to implement in a static system with resource-role mapping and known policies. 

It becomes challenging if the system is dynamic and volatile, which means there are unpredictability in the 

workflow. Existing role based and attribute- based access control systems are very efficient in static and predictable 

situations. But they are not effective in a dynamic situation. Researchers over the last two decades have tried to 

propose various probabilistic based, machine learning based and decision theory-based access control to prove 

adaptability in their access control methods. But there are existing gaps in operational needs and proposed 

adaptability methods. Under regular scenario access control system may work based on the policies or decided 

roles. Only if there is a genuine need, then access control should switch to adaptable solutions. Also, a true 

adaptable system should not allow human intervention, the system should be able to understand the genuineness 

of the requester and take decisions whether access should be granted or not. In this paper with the help of a disaster 

management case study, a need-based access control framework – NdRAdAC is proposed. It evaluates the 

genuineness of the requester and acts appropriately. An ontology-based access control for an emergency response 

system is developed, which can help the disaster management system to coordinate with different hospitals and 

help in transferring patient data from one hospital to another if needed. It ensures that data requester is authenticated 

with the help of access control module. The framework is tested for three main parameters: Adaptability, 

Consistency and Computational Efficiency. It was found that framework was accurately adaptable, consistent with 

all the different types of cases and computationally efficient. 

Keywords: Risk Adaptive Access Control, Ontology, Inference Engine, Emergency Response System, 

Heterogeneous System. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

One can never stop a natural disaster. Many times, the impact is so huge that it takes years to recover from it. 

But using technologies we can always try to be prepared for efficient disaster management. The main objectives 

of these disaster management systems are to save the affected persons lives. For this the victims should 

immediately be sent to the nearby hospitals for treatment. Hospitals and doctors play a very important role during 

the time of disaster. There are limited resources such as beds, ventilators or specialized doctors. Based on the 

research on different natural disasters such as Kerala flood [1] [2] [3], floods in Leh [4] floods in Sumbawa regency 

[5] Japan's Tsunami [6] [7] [8] or latest Covid-19 pandemic [9] [10], one of the common thing in different types 

of disasters is, to be able to communicate with different nearby hospitals and be able to exchange information 

without any threat of information misuse. Following are the challenges in implementing a disaster management 

system: 

 

 Matching the right specialist to the case 

 Requirement 

 Matching the right hospital based on bed and other infrastructure 

 Inadequate patient information / medical history viz: chronic conditions, underlying co-morbidities 

 Lack of correct testing methods. 

All of the above leads to significant delay in providing timely and the right quality of healthcare leading 

to fatalities or long-term chronic conditions. Motivation of this research work lies in the possible solutions 

for the above-mentioned problem. 

 Solution for matching of specialist to the case requirement - if there is a Centralized Emergency Response 

System, which takes the request from these local hospitals and contacts appropriate specialist (remotely 

available). The specialist can guide the local doctors to treat the patient. 

 Solution for matching of bed availability and infrastructure - if Emergency Response System will have the 

information which nearby hospitals have a live position of available beds / other infrastructure so hospitals 

can contact them and transfer the patients there. 

 Solution for the third problem - victims’ medical information may not be available with the hospital. If 

various hospitals have mutual agreement with the Emergency Response System to share patient’s historical 
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information, then the right treatment can be given faster. 

 

Hence there is a need for an emergency response system which has two main features. First there should be a 

user interface where information about the resources such as beds, ventilators, specialist doctors are updated with 

timestamp. The second feature is need-based access control system which is adaptable and is compatible with 

heterogenous sources. This research work is based on the second feature of the emergency response system. In this 

paper, an access control mechanism for communicating and sharing information with different hospitals during 

disaster management is proposed. Section 2 discusses a detailed literature survey to explain the need of such a 

system. Section 3 explains the framework modules and its workflow. Section 4 discusses the ontology definitions. 

Section 5 shows the result analysis and section 6 is the conclusion. 

 

2. Related Work 

 

2.1. Dynamic Access Control 

 

For a heterogeneous data layer with uncertainty in the situation access control methods should be dynamic. 

Researchers have proposed many improvements on robust role-based access control method. Khalid Zaman Bijon, 

Ram Krishnan and Ravi Sandhu had proposed a framework where each risk is calculated for each new role created 

and the value is mapped with the threshold [10]. It helps in deciding whether to approve the new role or not. 

 

J. P. Cruz, Y. Kaji and N. Yanai, had proposed a role-based access model with Ethereum smart contract [11]. 

Blockchain concept is used to represent the trust and endorsement relationship which is useful for Role based 

access control. Though the prototype was created and tested but the security aspect testing was missing. Task role-

based methods were proposed where, tasks-based role hierarchy was introduced, and dynamic access control was 

provided based on task and role concepts [12] [13]. But the disadvantage here lies in the flexibility. It became more 

flexible than required by audit. This could lead to security issues. Some authors have discussed the importance of 

operational need for developing risk adaptive access controls [14] [15]. A probabilistic based framework was 

introduced for both static and dynamic data, using purpose forest concept. Probabilistic based access control 

requires administrator’s intervention which cannot be justified as completely adaptable. 

 

Research work done by Amar A Rasheed on healthcare access control while performing an automatic operation, 

it was performed without the knowledge of the integrity status of the underlying software component [16]. With 

the help of attestation-based technology it calculated the sensitivity score and calculated the risk. Ahmed Al Faresi, 

in his thesis had proposed an access control system for healthcare [17]. He had used a probabilistic based model 

for access control but here more emphasis was given to data encryption part. Authors have worked on contexed 

aware calculation [18] [19] [20], Topology aware [21] and risk calculations methods [22]. Context aware is based 

on the static scenarios and risk calculations methods were also not able to generalize well. Giuseppe Petracca, 

Frank Capobianco, Christian Skalka, and Trent Jaeger have proposed a risk estimation function which could be 

used for access control implementation [23]. One of the very important usage of dynamic access control is in smart 

home. E. Fernandes, J. Jung and A. Prakash, had derived a risk assessment module for smart homes, mwhich could 

be used for access control as well.[24] Open sources are also vulnerable to unauthorized access. A. A. Malik, H. 

Anwar and M. A. Shibli, have proposed a role evolution mechanism based on genetic algorithm, access control 

role for open computing environment, were decided [25]. In this paper only role generation was focused. 

Adaptability is still an issue. 

 

2.2. Machine Learning 

 

Another set of work had been done in the field of access control using machine learning algorithms. Since 

machine learning algorithms can find patterns in the data, learning new patterns and acts appropriately, this could 

be used to develop adaptable access control. Baris Yuce and Yacine Rezgui used ANN and genetic algorithm to 

provide adaptability [26] [27]. Recursive neural Network and deep learning concepts are also used for rule 

extraction [28]. The purpose of access control and Intrusion detection system is to identify the genuineness. Some 

researchers have worked in the area of intrusion detection for finding the correctness of the inquirer [29] [30] [31] 

[32] [33]. These works were very helpful to get an insight of various methods of identifying the genuineness of the 

requester. G Rushin, C Stancil, M Sun, S Adams and P Beling had used three different machine learning algorithms 

to find credit card fraud [34]. Finding anomaly through machine learning approaches gave us the confidence that 

we can work in similar lines to develop access control for our purpose. Similar kind of work had been proposed 

by E. L.  
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Paula, M Laderia, R N Caravalho and T Marzagao, using deep learning methods for anti-money laundering 

[35]. After going through all these literature surveys in the field of machine learning we worked with machine 

learning algorithms to check if we can get an adaptable access control method for our problem definition [36]. 

Through we got good results for the datasets which we had used, but there were some gaps with respect to our 

objectives. First gap: Neural Network, Auto encoders and Random Forest all the methods used in the proposed 

work added bias to the model. Second gap: The dataset used was an example of imbalanced dataset. Third gap: 

Crisp values are used to identify risk in the situation. Whereas risk is subjective. Depends on situations. There is a 

chance where during emergency system needs to modify its decision. So, in the next section we did our survey in 

the field of fuzzy and Decision making. 

 

2.3. Decision Making and Fuzzy 

 

One of the gaps identified was working with crisp values. Adaptability is dependent on real life situations and 

these situations are fuzzy in nature. Also, there is a great need of adding expert advice before taking the decisions 

instead of totally being dependent on data. There are different kinds of decision-making system. One of them is 

Topsis. There are a lot of work done with Topsis decision making system. 

 

P. K. Parida and S. K. Sahoo, in their research work had used Topsis for multi criteria decision making [37]. It 

was helpful to understand if there were many parameters in the system then how Topsis helped analysing the 

situation with respect to the parameters and gave solutions. As discussed in the previous section working with crisp 

value will not be able to give realistic decision. Researcher had actually used fuzzy Topsis methods for different 

applications to support realistic decisions [38] [39] [40]. Hence one aspect is clear that decision making system 

will help in giving solutions which are relatable. But if we refer our problem definition again, it needs a realistic 

and adaptable access control for heterogenous infrastructure. With decision making there are gaps in providing 

solutions which can be adaptable and work in a heterogenous infrastructure. In this paper we would like to address 

following research gaps: 

 

 There is a lack of dynamic access control to accommodate the diverse hosting of information. 

 Inability to dynamically handle access privileges, given uncertainty of subject or information being 

requested. 

 Lack of visibility and access control governance due to inadequate access control policy 

 

3. NdRAdAC: Need based Access Control 

 

As discussed in the above section, to identify the genuineness of the requestor, a complete situation has to be 

analyzed. Each requestor and current situations combination will be different. Requesters can be of different 

categories, such as junior. doctor, specialist doctor, admin, nurses and admin staff, hence its combination with the 

current situation will be many. We need an intelligent access control mechanism to decide the genuineness of the 

requester. Ontology is an intelligent way to represent complex relations and rules in the relations [41] [42] [43]. 

The idea to represent access control using ontology is to access data in an intelligent manner and be able to handle 

any unknown or new request with high accuracy. As per best of our knowledge we propose a novel ontology-based 

access control framework for emergency response system which, can be useful during a disaster management for 

information sharing between different kinds of hospitals and medical camps. 

 

This ontology-based solution is for managing patient’s treatment through nearby hospitals and camps. First, 

the case study in discussed in detail and then the proposed solution. Generally, the disaster management team goes 

to the location, rescues the victims and sends them to nearby hospitals. Here if there is a system, where the disaster 

management team can find which nearby hospital has how many available beds then from the location itself, the 

disaster management team can send the affected people to the hospitals appropriately. This is the first requirement 

of a disaster management system, which is not the scope of this work. Another issue in such case is that a patient 

reaches the hospital in time, but a specialist doctor is not available. Also, to start the treatment patient’s previous 

history is required which may be stored in another hospital. In such cases available doctors should be able to access 

patient’s data from another hospital. Every hospital has its own access control policy to access stored information. 

In the above-mentioned case, the situation is different. Information needs to be exchanged between two different 

hospitals. Both may have different data storage and different access control policies. Accessing patient’s data from 

a different hospital becomes challenging. 
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Figure 1. Architecture of Need Based Access Control Model 

 

The proposed framework is motivated from the challenges in accessing data from a heterogeneous and distributed 

data storage. As shown in figure 1, there are four main modules in this framework. Knowledge base, Sensitivity 

Module, Request Assessment and Disaster Modul. The scope of the ERS system is as follows: 

 

 Each hospital can have different types of data storage. 

 Hospitals need to have an agreement with the ERS to share information in the desired format. In return 

ERS will provide access control. 

 ERS will have each doctors, admins and patients, ID and Biometric details only. Rest all the information 

will be stored with the hospitals. 

 ERS will have its own ontology based on Inquirer (Doctor, Staff and Admin) and data (personal and 

medical). 

 There were many hospital related ontologies, but their relations were not the same as we wanted. Hence, 

we decided to create our own Ontology. 

 

3.1. Details of the Base System 

 

Risk adaptive access control (RAdAC) is an access control system which identifies the need of the requester 

as well as identifies the criticality of the situation. After a well analyzed process it gives its decision of providing 

access. Defense, airport surveillance and hospital management system are few systems where we need to have risk 

adaptive access control system. We have considered hospital management system as the base system for this work. 

The reason why RAdAC is needed in HMS (hospital management system) is during any kind of emergency, if the 

assigned doctor is not available then system has to take decision whether to provide access to another doctor or 

not. In such situation regular system will not allow the new doctor to access information. Hence, we need a system, 

which sense that this doctor is genuine and allow access. But this may not always be true. Sometimes someone 

may pretend to be a doctor and try to access patient’s information illegally. In such situation the system shall be 

able to identify intruders and deny access. 

 

3.2. Ontology based Knowledge Base 

 

It has been discussed in many researches works that in a static scenario mapping requester with appropriate 

resources provides accurate access control. The idea of Need based access control is to assess the need of the 

requester if access is denied. This means under regular and normal scenario the system will work in a predictable 

manner. Hence an ontology-based knowledge repository with regular mapping of requester and resources is 

provided as the first module of the system. The main classes of the ontology were decided keeping the access 

control logic in mind. There is a requester (Inquirer) who requests to get access of an information (Data), which 
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belongs to an owner (Patients). All three of them either belong to same location or to different locations. Hence in 

the ontology we have Inquirer, Data, patient and Hospital as four main classes shown in figure 2. Inquirer has 

various hospital staff as inquirers, patients are categorized as Elite, Regular and Donor subclasses. Data can be 

either personal or medical and Hospital can be regular hospital where data will be stored or medical camos where 

patients are admitted during a disaster. 

 

 
Figure 2. Skeleton of Knowledgebase 

 

Various object properties were used to connect different classes and subclasses. For example: “belongsTo” 

object property is used to have a relation between class data and owner. This is an inverse of “hasData”, which 

says owner has data. There were 26 object properties with one symmetric, 1 inverse and 11 disjoint. 

 

 
Figure 3. T-Box and A-Box 
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There were 286 axioms, 36 data properties and 59 individuals to test if the ontology is consistent. The 

correctness of the ontology can be shown in figure 3 as a sample. T box are all the classes and the properties and 

A box is the representation of the individuals. For example: if a class cardiologist “hasAccessTo” to class cardio 

then with the same property, individuals belonging to cardiologist will be mapped with individual belonging to 

cardio class. This knowledge base consists of the relationship between each class. Under regular and static scenario 

this knowledge base can be considered for access management. It can also provide basic knowledge to all the other 

modules for decision making purpose. 

 

3.3. Sensitivity of Data 

 

Based on the requesters and data id the system can fetch all the information about the type of requester, location 

of requester, type of data, owner of data, owner category of data, location of stored data and location of owner, 

from the knowledge repository. These entities help us build next module which calculates the sensitivity of 

information asked.  

 (1) 

 

Sensitivity is a product of alpha, beta and gamma. Alpha discusses the relation between owner and data. Beta 

is a relation between inquirer and data. Gamma is about the owner category. Sensitivity module is a domain 

 

Table 1. Sample of Sensitivity Score 

Owner-

Data 

Description Score Inquirer- 

Data 

Description Score Owner 

Category 

Score 

XX Owner & Data both 

belongs to same data 

source 

1 AAA Owner, Data & Inquirer both 

belong to same data source. 

Inquirer has access to Owners 

data. 

1 Important  2.5 

XY Owner & Data both 

belongs to different 

data source 

10 ABA Owner, Data & Inquirer both 

belong to same data source. 

Inquirer has no access to 

Owners data. 

2.5 Specific 2 

   
AB * C (Owner, Data) & Inquirer both 

belong to different data 

source.  

5 Regular 1 

 

XX means same and XY means data and owner belongs to different location. There are three columns here 

first one has maximum weightage and will be distributed between 1 to 10. So if XX then 1 and if XY then critical 

so 10. Second column has less weightage than first so the weights will be between 1 to 5. If Inquirer, Owner and 

data belongs to same location (AAA) then weights will be 1. If Inquirer, Owner and data belongs to same location 

but Inquirer is not allowed to access data (ABA) then the weight will be 2.5. Third case is not possible in this use 

case. And the third category is Owner category which can be distribute between 1 to 2.5. As we move from one 

column to another the weights are reducing. When we calculate the score and normalize then we get the sensitivity 

which can be mapped as very low, low, moderate, high and very high.  

 

 This is one of the major contributions of this work. A significant impact will be visible in the existing work if 

they use sensitivity of module as a parameter in their evaluation. Discussing the workflow of the system, sensitivity 

module is at L1 level and all the requests which belongs to very low sensitivity will be granted access at this level, 

which means no further investigation is required for low sensitivity data. Rest all the request will be send for 

evaluation to the other module which is discussed in next section.  
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           Algorithm 1: 

         ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

            Input: Inquirer Id and IP 

            Output: True or false 

          ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                     1 center_point = ['lat', 'lng'] 

                     2 test_point = ['lat', 'lng'] 

                     3 lat1 = center_point[0]['lat'] 

                     4 lon1 = center_point[0]['lng'] 

                     5 lat2 = test_point[0]['lat'] 

                     6 lon2 = test_point[0]['lng'] 

                     7 lon1, lat1, lon2, lat2 = map(radians, [lon1, lat1, lon2, lat2]) 

                     8 dlon = lon2 - lon1 

                     9 dlat = lat2 - lat1 

                     10 a = sin(dlat/2)**2 + cos(lat1) * cos(lat2) * sin(dlon/2)**2 

                     11 c = 2 * asin(sqrt(a)) 

                     12 r = 6371 

                     13 ph count from the knowledge base 

                     14 if c*r <= THRESHOLD && ph <= 2 

                     15     return True 

                     16 else: 

                     17     return False 

 

Here haversine formula is used to calculate the radius of the requesters ip and using the knowledge bases, 

previous history (ph) is retrieved. If radius and ph both are within the specified range, then request is sent forward 

else rejected. Request Assessment is another minor contribution of this work, which is domain independent. It can 

be used for various use cases. As per the architecture if the query is passed through the request assessment phase 

then based on the information sensitivity it is evaluated either by group-based decision system or by disaster 

module, which is discussed in the following section. 

 

4. Ontology Definitions and Inference Rules 

 

All the queries which is passed through the request assessment module and have low or moderate sensitivity 

will be sent to group-based decision system for evaluation. The idea of this module is to provide adaptability to 

the system if there is a need. In order to evaluate the need this module suggests two definitions. 

 

Definition 1: Same Group 

 

Data: a; Inquirer 1: x, Inquirer 2: y, Patient: b, Hospital: H 

∃a∃x∃y∃b∃H: storedAt(a, H) ^ belongsTo(a, b) ^ employeedBy(x, H) ^ employeedBy(y, H) ^canAccess(x,a) ^ 

hasAccess(a,y) ^differentFrom(x, y) => sameGroup(x) 

 

If the inquirer is not available to access the situation then any other inquirer who could access the same 

information will belong to sameGroup class. For example, if cardiologist is not available then a junior cardiologist 

or any other cardiologist who does not have the access of same information can be grouped in the sameGroup 

class.  

 

Definition 2: Emergency Group 

 

Data: a; Specialist: x, Admin: y, Patient: b, Hospital: H 

∃a∃x∃y∃b∃H: storedAt(a, H) ^ belongsTo(a, b) ^ admittedTo (b, H) ^ employeedBy(x, H) ^ employeedBy(y, H) 

^ hasAdminsPermission(x,y) ^ canAccess(y, a) ^ Emergency(e) ^ differentFrom(x, y)=> EmergengyGroup(x) 

 

Another definition is for EmergencyGroup which says that if there is an emergency then admin can grant 

permission to a specialist to access data. For this the specialist has to belong to EmergencyGroup. While taking 

the inputs there will be another field in the user interface which will tell if there is an emergency or not. Hence in 

this module based on the definitions two new equivalent classes of Inquirers, will be created. If the query passes 

through the request assessment module and the sensitivity of the information is high or very high, then the query 
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goes to the L3 level and it is evaluated through the disaster module. In this level based on the requirement of the 

query three equivalent classes of inquirer will be created. DiffLocSameGrp, DiffLocDiffGrp and Donor class.  

 
Algorithm 2: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Input: Inquirer-Data Table ID; Data-Patient Table DP; Inquirer-Hospital Table IH; Patient-Hospital 

Table PH; Data-Hospital Table DH 

Output: Inference Rule for data access in rare scenarios    

1: Get Data_sub, Patient_sub, Hospital_sub and Inquirer_sub for Data, Patient, Hospital and 

Inquirer classes   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

/*Create an inference rule for Inquirer class*/ 

2: for each subclass iq_Sub[I] E Inquirer_sub do 

3: Get the subclass label of iq_sub [I] 

4: Create Enumerated Class for Inquirer 

/*Create Rules for SameGroup*/ 

5:  for each relation rel[k] E ID do 

6:   if d_sub[I] = rel[j] E DP 

7:    if range of h_sub[I] in IH =range of h_sub[j] in DH && range of        

               h_sub[l] in PH 

     8:    Obtain the SameGroup s from rel[k] 

     9:    Find Ontology instance ID for SameGroup s from 

      Inquirer_sub and add it to Enumerated Class using <owl:oneOf> 

    10:    endif 

    11:   endif 

    12: Create <owl: allValuesFrom> restriction and add EnumeratedClass to   

    this restriction using isAccessibleBy object property 

    /* Create Rules for EmergencyGroup*/ 

    13:  if d_sub[I] = rel[j] E DP 

    14:   if range of h_sub[I] in IH =range of h_sub[j] in DH && range of 

            h_sub[l] in PH 

    15:    If iq_sub [n] = Specialist && hasAdminsPermission (n, m) 

    16:     Obtain the emergencyGroup e from rel[k] 

    17:     Find Ontology instance ID for EmergencyGroup s from  

                           Inquirer_sub and add it to EnumeratedClass using         

                           <owl:oneOf> 

    18:    endif 

   19:   endif 

   20: endif 

   21: Create <owl: allValuesFrom> restriction and add EnumeratedClass to    

    this restriction using isAccessibleBy object property 

    /* Create Rules for SameGroupDifferentHospital*/ 

   22: if d_sub[I] = rel[j] E DP 

   23:  if range of h_sub[I] in IH notequalTo range of h_sub[j] in DH 

   24:   for each relation rel[k] E ID && range of h_sub[I] in IH 

              noequalto range of h_sub[j] in DH 

   25:    if there exist rel(m) where d_sub[m] notequalto d_sub[I] 

   26:    Obtain the DisasterSameGroup dsd from rel[k] 

   27:    Find Ontology instance ID for DisasterSameGroup dsd from 

    Inquirer_sub and add it to EnumeratedClass using <owl:oneOf> 

   28:    endif 

   29:  endif 

   30: endif 

      Similar rules for data access by DiffGroupDiffLoc and DonorGrp equivalent classes are         

      created. 

 

Similar way based on the definition other equivalent classes will be created. For data access seven rules were 

written using semantic web rule language (SWRL). A sample of rules are shown in table 2. 

  

Definition 3: DiffLocSameGrp 

 

Data 1: a ; Data 2: a2; Inquirer 1: x, Patient 1: b, Patient 2: b1; Hospital: H; Hospital: H1 

∃a∃x∃y∃b∃H: storedAt(a,H) ^storedAt(a1, H1) ^ belongsToPatient(a, b) ^ belongsToPatient(a1, b1) 

^admittedTo(b, H1) ^ employeedBy(x, H1) ^as Access(x, a2) ^ SameGroupData(a, a1) =>DiffLocSameGrp(x) 
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This definition is written keeping disaster scenario in mind. During such times patients are admitted to any 

hospital and their medical data must be in a different hospital. Inquirers of one hospital may want to access 

information of the patient from another hospital. If same group of data is accessed by the inquirer in his hospital, 

then he can belong to a class named as DiffLocSameGrp.  

 

Definition 4: DiffLocDiffGrp 

 

Data 1: a; Data 2: a2; Specialist: x, Admin: y, Patient 1: b, Patient 2: b1; Hospital: H; Hospital: H1 

∃a∃x∃y∃b∃H: storedAt(a, H) ^ storedAt(a2, H1) ^ employeedBy(x, H1) ^ admittedTo(b, H1) ^ 

belongsToPatient(a, b) ^ hasAdminsPermission(x, y) ^ employeedBy(y, H1) ^canAccessdatainEmergency (x, a2) 

^ SameGroupData(a, a1) =>DiffLocDiffGrp(x)  

 

 Definition 5: DonorGrp 

 

 Donor_Data: a; Data 2: a1; Inquirer 1: x, Donor: b, Patient 2: b1; Hospital: H; Hospital: H1 

 ∃a∃x∃y∃b∃H: storedAt(a, H1) ^ belongsTo(a, b) ^ employeedBy(x, H) ^ storedAt(a1, H) ^ 

 hasAccessTo(x, a1) ^ belongsToPatient (a1, b1) ^ needDonor(b1, a) => DonorGrp(x) 

 

If there is a need of donor data from another hospital, then the system will assess if the inquirer has access to 

patient data who needs donor data. If yes, then a new equivalent class is created named as DonorGrp. If the inquirer 

belongs to this group, then he will be able to access donors data from another hospital based on the rules.  

 

Table 2. Sample Rules 

Owner 

(Patient) 
Data Inquirer Rule Type Generation Level 

Regular [A] Medical 1(Cardio) [A] Inquirer 1 (Cardiologist) [A] Allowed L1 

Regular [A] Medical 1(Cardio) [A] Inquirer 11 (Junior Cardiologist) [A] SameGroup Rule L2 

Regular [A] Medical 1(Cardio) [A] Inquirer 2 (Surgeon) [A] EmergencyGroup  L2 

Regular [A] Personal 1 [A] Admin [A] Allowed L1 

Elite [A] Medical 1(Cardio) [A] Inquirer 1 [A] Allowed L1 

Elite [A] Medical 1(Cardio) [A] Admin [A] Elite Rule L2 

Regular [A] Medical 1(Cardio) [B] Inquirer 1 (Cardiologist) [A] DiffLocSameGrp Rule L3 

Regular [A] Medical 1(Cardio) [B] Inquirer 11 (Junior Cardiologist) [A] DiffLocSameGrp Rule L3 

Regular [A] Medical 1(Cardio) [B] 
Inquirer 2  

(Surgeon) [A] 
DiffLocDiffGrp Rule L3 

Elite [A] Medical 1(Cardio) [B] Admin [A] Elite Rule L3 

Donor [A] Medical (Kidney) [A] Inquirer (Urologist) [B] Donor Rule L3 

Regular [C] Medical 1(Cardio) [B] 
Inquirer 1 

(Cardiologist) [C] 
DiffLocDiffGrp Rule L3 

 

5. Performance Evaluation and Discussion 

 

5.1. Experimental Setup 

 

The knowledge base is developed using protégé 5.2 and reasoning was implemented using HermiT reasoner. 

HermiT uses hypertableau reasoning to match the rules with working memory elements. Each rule has at least 11 

elements and there are 256 axioms created. Matching will result in a conflict set which is resolved using LEX 

method based on specificity. The output of this resolve step will be a selected rule. This selected rule will make 
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modifications in the working memory element. This is known a rule inference which is implemented using Drool 

Inference Engine which uses modified RETE algorithm to update the working memory elements. This is a detail 

explanation of the ontology knowledge base experimental setup.  

 

Once ontology is tested and reasoned well the next step is to connect this knowledge base with other modules 

and query the knowledge base. A small user interface was created using Django Python framework. Ontology was 

connected to this user interface using SPARQL. Different types of data bases can also be connected. For testing 

purpose, a Mongo DB and a Postgre SQL were added to the existing setup as shown in figure 4.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Experimental Setup 

 

5.2. Querying Result Discussion 

 

Querying was divided into various task category for evaluation. Tasks are various possible scenarios. For 

example T1: Roles assigned to resources, T2: Request from same group Inquirer, T3: Requester from different 

group but situation is emergency, T4: Request for an elite group patient, T5: Under a disaster situation requesting 

for information stored in another location but the requester belongs to same group, T6: Under a disaster situation 

requesting for information stored in another location but the requester belongs to different group, T7: Requesting 

for a donor data and T8: Request is made from a medical camp where no data is stored. 

 

 
Figure 5. Dataset Description 
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Three different types of dataset under homogenous and heterogenous category each, were used for testing the 

querying part of the system. One synthetic dataset is developed which included all possible task categories. Dataset 

from Scripps Mercy Hospital another dataset where provider specialties were considered as Inquirers, Major 

Diagnostic categories were considered as data and EDIPN_Randomized were considered as Patient id. In this 

dataset there were no Inquirer category as Admin so T4 was not tested also since no donor data so T7 was also not 

tested. There was no access attribute here, so all the entries were considered as access provided. Third dataset is 

Practo dataset having attributes such as doctor specialty, patient id, time and location of access, type of data and 

access results. Unavailability of Admin, Donor and Medical camp T4, T7 and T8 task category was not tested with 

Practo dataset also. Detail description of the heterogenous and homogeneous datasets are given in figure 5. 

 

Accuracy, precision and recall of all the six datasets were calculated and a detail analysis was conducted on the 

results. It was found that there is a correlation of number of task category involved and the size of the dataset. 

Though the Accuracy, Precision and Recall values for all the datasets were above 90%, as shown in fig 6, a 

significant reduction in the recall value of D1 dataset was visible also a mild dip in the accuracy, precision and 

recall was observed for D2 dataset. To understand the reason behind this, decrease a detail analysis on how 

adaptability is provided in the system through the inference rule is required. Hence in the next section a discussion 

on Adaptability and Consistency is done.  

 

  
  (a)      (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Accuracy Precision and Recall for Each Dataset and (b) Comparison of Accuracy, Precision and 

Recall. 

 

5.3. Discussion on Adaptability 

 

In section 3 and section 4 it was mentioned that the need is accessed for the request and based on the sensitivity 

of information different levels of rules were selected to provide adaptability to the system. It is very important that 

correct level of adaptability is implemented because is adaptability is very relaxed then it will be vulnerable to 

security threats and if adaptability is very strict then it will be same as static access control methods. Another major 

contribution of this work is a measure to calculate the adaptability. This adaptability score can be used in any 

system as a performance measure.  

 

(2) 

Ambiguous = mod (Actual Access -Observed Access) 

Actual Access = TP + FN - FP 
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Figure 7. Adaptability Score for Various Datasets 

 

To calculate the adaptability, score two parameters, have to be calculated first. First is what is the count of 

actual access provided by the system in response to the queries. This can be identified with the formula which says 

add the true negative values with the true positive values and subtract the false positives. This count will be the 

count of actual access given to the system through the developed adaptability model. Second is to calculate the 

ambiguity in the solution. For this take the difference of actual access and observed access. Once both these values 

are calculated, then adaptability score can be found by putting the values in equation 2. Accessing the adaptability 

score of all the six datasets it was observed that dataset 1 had adaptability score which was close to 50%. On 

analyzing the reason of such a low score for dataset 1 first observation was that there were less observations in the 

dataset as compared to other datasets. And second observation was apart from dataset 6 only dataset 1 had used 

task category T4. Observing the rules behind this task category it was found very strict. It said even if there is a 

disaster or emergency only the Admin will access elite patient’s data. This reduced the adaptably quotient in the 

system.  

 

5.4. Discussion on other Significant Parameters 

 

Adaptability is a quality which is added into a system to provide dynamicity. It is necessary to check whether 

introducing adaptability is consistent or it is applicable on certain elements only. Hence whenever we evaluate 

adaptability it is a good practice to discuss consistency parallelly. In brief consistency is an evaluation parameter 

which checks if there is a rule or condition it is abdicable to all the elements in the same scenario. For example, if 

the rule says that cardiologist is not there so other specialists can access cardio data. Now this should hold true for 

neurologist, urologist or pulmonologist also Sample cases are shown in table 3 and table 4. 

 

Table 3. Specialist Who are Allowed to Access Urology Data 

Urology_Data 
   

Inquirer Patient Data Access 

Cardiologist Regular_Ron Urology_Data Allowed 

Neurologist Regular_Ron Urology_Data Allowed 

Surgeon Regular_Ron Urology_Data Allowed 

Gynaecologist Regular_Ron Urology_Data Allowed 

Paediatrician Regular_Ron Urology_Data Allowed 

Urologist Regular_Ron Urology_Data Allowed 

Pulmonologist Regular_Ron Urology_Data Allowed 

GP Regular_Ron Urology_Data Not 

Allowed 

Radiologist Regular_Ron Urology_Data Not 

Allowed 

Nurse Regular_Ron Urology_Data Not 

Allowed 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

D1 (T1, T2, T3, T4)

D2 (T1, T2, T3)

D3 (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8)

D4 (T1, T2, T3, T5, T6)

D5 (T1, T2, T3)

D6 (T1, T2, T3, T5, T6)

2.5

3.88

4.83

4.93

4.9

4.89
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Table 4. Specialist Who are Allowed to Access Cardio Data 

Cardio_Data 
   

Inquirer Patient Data Access 

Cardiologist Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Allowed 

Neurologist Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Allowed 

Surgeon Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Allowed 

Gynaecologist Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Allowed 

Paediatrician Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Allowed 

Urologist Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Allowed 

Pulmonologist Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Allowed 

GP Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Not Allowed 

Radiologist Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Not Allowed 

Nurse Regular_Ron Cardio_Data Not Allowed 

 

Discussion on the computational time taken for query execution involves time taken for checking the 

consistency of the all the asserted axioms, time taken for generating inferred axioms through the rules and time 

taken for executing the query. Asserted axiom and inferred axioms are one-time activities considered as 

initialization process and then queries could be executed in milliseconds. Table 5 shows the details of time taken 

in various steps of initialization. In totality it takes approximately 30 secs for initialization. We ran queries through 

Mongo DB database as well as Postgre database. On an average Mongo Bd takes 167 microseconds and Postgre 

takes 171 micro seconds to execute one query. 

 

Table 5. Time Taken for Initialization 

Reasoner (HermiT) & Rule Engine (DROOL) Time (ms) 

Time take for Class - Satisfiability 11 

Time taken for Object Property - Satisfiability 25 

Time taken to export 1085 Axioms to Rule Engine 459 

Time taken to generate 273 Inferred Axioms 27931 

Time taken to transfer Inferred Axioms to Owl 7 

Total Time 28473 

  

Complexity of the ontology is high as it has in total 1085 axioms. Ontology has lot of clarity as reasoning is 

provided as each step and meta data information is also provided. For emergency response system all the nodes in 

the ontology are well connected and ERS is tested for all possible task category, hence the ontology is complete. 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Scope 

 

We have successfully developed a need-based access control system (NdRAdAC) which can work with any 

heterogenous data source. Hospitals can be added to the ERS system as plugins. Need- Based access control is not 

dependent on underlying data storage structure. Access control framework was tested with respect to accuracy, 

adaptability, consistency and computational Efficiency. Need-based access control method was able to understand 

the genuineness of the requester and acted appropriately. Unlike other task-based methods this framework has a 

balanced approach toward adaptability. Adding any new hospital will take approximately 30 sec for initialization 

then the queries will be accessed in milliseconds. No SQL and SQL both the kind of database were tested and 

found that the system is compatible with both. As shown in the result analysis section that increasing the number 

of observations does not impact the performance of the system.  

 

In the future we would like to develop a web-based application for this NbRAdAC system and let hospitals 

connect to the application. Also, we would like to add a forecasting-based module which can help predict how 

many resources will be required if similar calamity takes place in a particular region. 
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